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Thursday , 9th April ,2020 

 

Dear parents and students of J1 we would like to inform you that there will be 

an exercise next Sunday based on what the students have studied this week: 

- Connect plus unit 9 “At the market’’ : 

1-Grammar present simple yes \ no questions. 

Booklet pages 90-92. 

2-phonics oi –oy. 

Booklet pages 93-97. 

3-spelling list : 

coin-boil-toy –boy. 
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Vocabulary and structure 

-Mark the correct answer:                                                 Yes                 No 

1-It’s a coin .                                                                  (               )               (                ) 

 

2-I like yoghurt.                                                   (                   )               (                 ) 

 

3-My mom boils eggs every morning.        (             )            (              ) 

 

4-Tom is a short boy.                                            (                     )              (             ) 

 

 

5-I love my toy car.                                            (                      )           (               ) 
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-Re arrange the following sentences: 

1: I-have-Can-please- , -two apples-? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2: is – Omar- a -very-tall boy-. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- three coins-I-save-everyday. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- yoghurt-they-like-Do-? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- dad-brought-new toy-me- My-a-. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6-candy-don’t-I-like-. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7-Boys -wear-skirts-never-. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

-Underline the correct word between brackets: 

1-My dad gives me five ( coins-chickens-cars) everyday . 

2-Do they like to have ( eggs-meat-soup) for breakfast? 

3-The water ( cools-freezes-boils) when we heat it up. 

4-Do you like candy? No ,I ( doesn’t-do-don’t). 

5-(Does-Do-Don’t)she like apples? 

6-I play with my ( toys-fruits –coins) everyday after school. 
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-Complete the words 

1-Co_n 
     

            

2- B_il 
 

             

3- To_s 
     

       

4-_ oys                                                               

                

 

-Pictorial composition: 

Complete the following sentences: 

1-John is a clever …………                . 

 

2-I have six ………………. everyday.                
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3-My dad bought me new …………………      .   

4-we  ……... water to make eggs.           

 

Write the missing parts using the following words: 

            Mangoes      That’s        Here         much 

A-Hello,can I have some………, please? 

B-Yes,   …….. you are. 

C-Thank you,  How ……… is that? 

D- ……… 10 L.E, please. 

-Reading comprehension: 

Last summer I had a new bike.It was a gift from my grandma because I passed 

all my final exams.It was blue and white.I ride it everyday around our block.I 

can race my friends.Sometimes i share it with my younger brother Tom. 

Everyday I check it’s frame and tires . Thank you grandma. 

-Put ( ✓ )  or (   ): 

1- My mom brought me a new bike.       (      ) 

2-I don’t share it with anyone.     (        ) 

3-I check the tires everyday.     (        ) 

4-Thank you grandpa.    (          ) 
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Model answer: 

-Mark the correct answer: 

1-Yes  2- Yes  3-No  4-No  5-No 

-Re-arrange the following sentences: 

1-Can I have two apples ,please? 

2-Omar is a very tall boy. 

3-I save three coins everyday. 

4-Do they like yoghurt? 

5-My dad brought me a new toy. 

6-I don,t like candy. 

7-Boys never  wear skirts. 

-Choose the correct answer between brackets: 

1-coins  2-eggs 3-boils  4-don’t  5-Does  6-toys 

-Complete the words: 

1-Coin    2-Boil   3-Toys   4-Boys 

-Pictorial composition: 

1-boy 2-coins 3-toys 4-boil 

-Write the missing parts using the following words: 

A-Mangoes  B-Here C-much D-That’s 

-Reading comprehension: 

1-     2-    3-✓      4- 
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Name:…………………….                                                                     J1 

Class:………………………               Excercise 

 

-Re-arrange the following sentences:  ( 3 marks) 

1- like – they –mangoes-Do-? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-they-Yes-do-. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-I- am - boy – clever –a - . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

-Choose the correct answer: (3marks) 

1-(Does-Do –Don’t) he like candy? 

2-MY mom ( boils-cooks-freezes) water to make a cup of tea. 

3-Can I have two apples ,please? ( That’s-Here) you are 

-Complete the words: ( 2 marks) 

1-Bo_                                               2-  _ oins 
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Reading comprehension: (3 marks) 

It was eight o’clock.Mary was hungry.Her mom was still sleeping,so she 

went down stairs in the kitchen to prepare something to eat.she put 

two toasts in the toaster.Next ,she poured some milk but she spilled 

some.She quickly wiped out the mess with a paper towel.Finally,She sat 

down to eat her breakfast infront of the T.V and watched a cartoon. 

Put ( ✓  )  or  (  ): 

1-Mary woke up at seven o’clock.   (      ) 

2-Her mom was up.  (     ) 

3-She had toast and milk for breakfast.(   ) 
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Exercise model answer: 

- Re-arrange the following sentences: 

1-Do they like mangoes? 

2-Yes they do. 

3-I am a clever boy. 

-Choose the correct answer: 

1-Does   2-boils  3-Here 

-Complete the words: 

1-Boy     2-Coins 

-Reading comprehension: 

1-   2-  3-✓ 

 

 

 


